BIGCOMMERCE

Disclaimer: forward looking statements
This presentation and the statements made on behalf of BigCommerce during this presentation may contain forward-looking statements within the
meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act regarding our strategy, products and services, shareholder returns and our future results,
performance or achievements, ﬁnancial and otherwise. Such statements or projections reﬂect management's current expectations, estimates and
assumptions based on the information currently available to us and are not guarantees of future performance. Actual results may diﬀer materially from our
statements or projections for a variety of reasons, including, without limitation, general global political, macroeconomic and market conditions, such as the
eﬀect of the invasion of Ukraine by Russia and the eﬀect of the resulting sanctions, if any, on our business, the continuing impact of the COVID-19
pandemic, supply chain disruptions, changes in U.S. government spending, and revenue seasonality, as well as matters speciﬁc to our business, such as
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our operations, ﬁnancial performance and results of operations, our ability to expand our total available market
and grow our portfolio of products, customer demand for and acceptance of our products and services, our ability to successfully execute new business
models, our ability to successfully execute on our data fabric strategy to generate proﬁtable growth and stockholder return and our ability to manage our
gross proﬁt margins. These and other equally important factors that may aﬀect our future results are described in reports and documents we ﬁle from time
to time with the SEC, including the factors described under the section titled “Risk Factors” in our most recent ﬁlings on Form 10-K and Form 10-Q available
at www.sec.gov. The forward-looking statements made in these presentations are being made as of the time and date of the live presentation. If these
presentations are reviewed after the time and date of the live presentation, even if subsequently made available by us, on our website or otherwise, these
presentations may not contain current or accurate information. Except as required by law, we undertake no obligation to update or revise any forward
looking statement based on new information, future events or otherwise.
This presentation also includes non-GAAP ﬁnancial measures. Reconciliations of these measures to the comparable GAAP measures are available in the
appendix to this presentation. BigCommerce’s Investor Relations website at https://investors.bigcommerce.com contains a signiﬁcant amount of
information about BigCommerce, including ﬁnancial and other information for investors. BigCommerce encourages investors to visit that website from time
to time as information is updated and new information is posted. The content of BigCommerce’s website is not incorporated by reference into this
presentation, and any references to BigCommerce’s website are intended to be inactive textual references only.
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STRATEGY

BigCommerce is the
open SaaS platform for
all stages of
ecommerce growth.
Uniquely positioned as a SaaS ecommerce leader
◿ Open SaaS

◿ B2C + B2B

◿ Enterprise leadership

◿ Global

◿ Focused on established

◿ Partner-centric

businesses

(best-of-breed)

STRATEGY

BigCommerce positioning and diﬀerentiation
We win with businesses
who value any or all of:
‣ Best-of-breed
Capability

‣ Enterprise functionality
‣ Flexibility / composability / customization
‣ User experience including headless commerce
‣ Omnichannel commerce
‣ B2C, B2B and hybrid B2B2C
‣ Low-cost / high value
‣ Performance
‣ Security
‣ Continuous innovation
Value/ROI, Speed, Reliability, Security

STRATEGY

Open SaaS combines the ﬂexibility of
open source with the beneﬁts of SaaS:
by exposing powerful APIs and SDKs throughout the platform

OPEN SAAS
OPEN SOURCE
Custom/on-premise
Flexible

LEGACY SAAS
One size SaaS
Restricted

STRATEGY

Open SaaS powers platform functionality and ﬂexibility
Unique shopping
and checkout
experiences
across channels
& devices

Catalog
management

Discounting
and promotions
management

Order
management and
cross channel
fulﬁllment

Analytics
& insights

Customer
management

1,000+

Public APIs and documentation for third party data access and system integration

integrated apps and
solutions in every
major category
Tax

Shipping

Payments

Channels

Content

Analytics

Checkout

Carts

Promotions

Customers

Orders

Locations

Inventory

Pricing

Merchandising

Catalog

COMMERCE PLATFORM

STRATEGY

Open SaaS enables composable, best-of-breed optimization
Payments

Shipping & Tax
Checkout,
fraud, lending
Marketing
automation
Point of sale
Search &
merchandising

52
Providers

103
Providers

28
Providers

30
Providers

13
Providers

88
Providers

Enterprise customer
snapshot snapshot
Enterprise
customer
Health &
Beauty

Apparel

Electronics

Home &
Garden

Food &
Beverage

Sports

Automotive

B2B &
Industrial

STRATEGY

Source: Clayton M. Christensen, Michael Raynor, Rory McDonald
From “What is Disruptive Innovation?”, Dec. 2015 / © HBR.org

Our strategy is purposefully disruptive.. By deﬁnition, disruptors start at the low-end,
expand and then displace incumbents due to better performance at lower cost.

STRATEGY

TOP
PRIORITIES

2022 BigCommerce strategy and priorities

STRATEGY
PILLARS

Enterprise

Open
SaaS

B2B

Headless

Disruptive
Innovation

Omnichannel

International

Commerceas-a-Service

Strategic Priorities

ENTERPRISE

BC Enterprise plan serves 65% of $10B platform spend TAM
Worldwide digital commerce applications revenue

BigCommerce’s Enterprise plan targets the
66% of market spend done by mid-market
and large enterprise businesses

2020–2025 Revenue ($B)

Global commerce platform technology spend, 2021

On-premise
– 2% CAGR

SaaS
+ 20% CAGR

Source:
IDC - Ecommerce Applications Forecast 2021-2025, published 2021

Total
+ 13% CAGR
Source: Forrester - Commerce Platform Technology Forecast,
2016-2021 (Global), 2017

ENTERPRISE

BigCommerce’s transformation into an enterprise
ecommerce leader began years before IPO and is accelerating
Enterprise Account ARR as a % of total ARR

36%

Enterprise Account net new bookings as a % of total net new bookings

33%
42%

28%

23%

18%
35%

44%
67%
48%
60%
40%
Y/Y
Growth 46%

55%
45%

64%

58%

72%

77%

15%

82%

85%

65%

56%
52%
*

41%

44%

51%

72%

Note: Both graphs have like for like scale to facilitate accurate comparison

68%
*1Q22 net new bookings excludes eﬀect of one time move of certain non-enterprise accounts into enterprise plans

ENTERPRISE

Forrester rates BigCommerce ahead of enterprise competition
“BigCommerce has a strong partner ecosystem
and good performance against its product vision
by unifying and simplifying administration of both ﬁrst-party and
third-party functions.

Its roadmap is one of the strongest in this evaluation
and includes plans for deeper integration of third-party apps
and additional native integrations with complementary
solutions, such as customer data platforms.

Reference customers are enthusiastic about
BigCommerce as a trusted partner, and it garnered the
highest marks from references in this evaluation.”

Source: The Forrester Wave B2C Commerce Solutions Q2 2022

ENTERPRISE
Enterprise

External validation of our strong enterprise customer NPS
NPS
BigCommerce has very strong customer advocacy across a sizable sample set (N=171)

How likely are you to recommend BigCommerce to a colleague or industry peer?

Source: Channel-check NPS survey conducted by investment ﬁrm with $50B+ AUM, 2022

Demographics
N=200 survey respondents, with 150 selecting BigCommerce as their primary
vendor (N=171 having evaluated BigCommerce) with a range of target types
(majority B2C with some mix; GMV generally <$250M annually)

TECHNOLOGY

Beginning 2015, BigCommerce extended up-market to become the
ﬁrst SaaS platform to ﬂexibly serve mid-market and large enterprises

TECHNOLOGY

We are a
full-featured,
robust enterprise
platform
In Q1, multi-year
investments
have closed last
remaining gaps

Performance
Published Uptime

99.99%

API GraphQL Coverage

100%

API Rest Coverage

100%

Use Case
Headless CMS Integrations / Supports Multiple Frameworks

13

Checkout (Open/Closed)

Open

Payments (Open / Proprietary)

Open

Multi-Storefront

✓

Multi-Currency

✓

Multi-location Inventory

✓ (Beta)

Features
Price Lists
Customer Segmentation
Promotions

✓
Advanced (Beta)
Advanced

Catalog (600 Variants per SKU)

Native

Faceted Search (Native / App)

Native

TECHNOLOGY

Multi-Storefront
Major MM/ENT growth
enabler
◿ Signiﬁcant growth enabler unlocking
major MM/ENT use cases
●
●
●

Multi-geo
Hybrid B2C / B2B
Multi brand

◿ Multi-year investment available since
March to Enterprise customers;
available to all plans by end of year
◿ Closes last ENT feature gap
◿ Signiﬁcant upsell and MRR
opportunity from add-on storefronts

TECHNOLOGY

Commerce as a Service
Enabling the partner ﬂywheel to
sell, create and manage
customized ecommerce solutions
◿ Signiﬁcant growth vector
● Enabling partners to serve new verticals with a highly
tailored and relevant commerce solution
◿ Customized onboarding experience with auto installation
of apps
◿ Co-branded control panel experience
◿ Full management of accounts and store lifecycle via APIs
and dashboards

Tailor
Cross-sell
Localize

with Keval Baxi, CEO at Codal & Jared Shaner, partner and CRO of Trellis

Strategic Priorities

B2B

B2B will grow faster than B2C to 42% of TAM in 2025
B2B TAM: $4.2B proj. 2025

CAGR:
B2C
10%

B2B
18%

IDC Digital Commerce Applications Forecast, June 2021

BigCommerce B2B
sales grew 32% YoY
in 2021 and
accounted for 27% of
2021 new sales MRR.

B
B 22BB

BigCommerce has strong
native B2B capabilities…

…supplemented with deep
functionality from acquisitions

◿

Customer segmentation

◿

Sales rep enablement tools

◿

Price lists

◿

Payment method visibility control

◿

Restricted login

◿

◿

With multi-storefront, manage
B2B and B2C on one platform

Account hierarchy with
user roles & permissions

◿

Shared shopping lists and buy again

◿

Best in class quoting

◿

API integration that enables customization

◿

Flexible APIs to customize
and integrate existing systems

B2B

BigCommerce is one of the strongest performers in B2B

“BigCommerce has strong performance against its
product vision.
BigCommerce has strength in architecture, thirdparty channels, and extensibility and integration.
Reference customers are enthusiastic with
BigCommerce as a trusted partner.
BigCommerce is best ﬁt for brand manufacturers
experimenting with direct digital channels that don’t
want to have to replatform as their business grows.”
Source: The Forrester Wave B2C Commerce Solutions Q2 2022

B2B

Additional B2B platform recognition
G2 Grid® for E-Commerce Platforms

Paradigm B2B Combine

IDC MarketScape

Leader

9 Mid-Market, 7 Ent Medals

Major Player

G2 reviews rate BigCommerce best – by far – for B2B
Source:
https://www.g2.com/categories/e-commerce-platforms?utf8=%E2%9C%93&sel
ected_view=grid&segment=all&attributes%5B101%5D=190#grid

“Customers spoke highly of BigCommerce’s extensive
partner ecosystem and rich open application marketplace
with robust APIs, as well as the ease with which the
solution can be conﬁgured by a business user.”

“Consider BigCommerce if your organization is primarily
focused on diﬀerentiating with business agility and fast
time to market with a platform that is very business
user–friendly.”

Enterprise
customer snapshot
B2B
customer
snapshot
Publishing,
Printing, IT
& Electronics

Industrial
& Ag Supply

Food,
Beverage
& CBD

Healthcare,
Medical &
Safety Supply

Apparel,
Sports &
Outdoors

Manufacturing

Homegoods
& Building
Supply

Strategic Priorities

HEADLESS

Headless (aka “composable”) commerce involves the

combination of distinct technologies used for front-end
(user experience) and backend (platform) via APIs .
Going headless removes design constraints, allowing the
creation of exceptional customer experiences without
limitations.
lower TCO

improved CX

faster speeds

HEADLESS

Headless is growing
Market share opportunity
SMB: 25% of existing stores
(source: Builtwith May 2022, led by WordPress sites)

Enterprise: 12% of new migrations
(source: Digital Commerce 360, 12% of merchants
expecting to switch ecommerce platforms most likely to
pick headless approach, based on survey of 300 of the
Top 1000 US B2C merchants, Aug-Oct 2021)

BigCommerce headless
sales grew 34% YoY in
2021 and accounted for
9% of 2021 new sales
MRR.

HEADLESS

IDC rates BC a Leader in headless commerce.

“Consider BigCommerce if you are a
fast-growing, experience-driven brand looking
for a multi-tenant SaaS headless digital
commerce platform” and “if your organization is
primarily focused on diﬀerentiating with
business agility and a fast time to market with
a platform that is very business user-friendly.”

HEADLESS

Industry-leading headless integrations and partnerships
DXP & FEaaS

CMS

Hosting & CDN

Front-end Frameworks
React.js
Vue.js

BigCommerce is front-end agnostic;
we grow through strategic partnerships.
WordPress still powers over 42%
of the internet
(Source: W3Techs, May 2022)

Shopify’s Hydrogen & Oxygen monolithic approach
marginalizes frameworks & hosting providers.

HEADLESS

Customer snapshot by headless integration
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OMNICHANNEL

Omnichannel is not an option, it’s an imperative.
Shoppers are discovering and buying products across diverse channels

67% of $7.3T
will be marketplaces share of global
retail ecommerce GMV in 2025

Retail Ecommerce Sales, 2022 (US)
Source: eMarketer 2022

>50% of branded ecommerce sales
sourced from search engines, social,
paid ad and content channels

Sales by traﬃc source
Source: BigCommerce global merchant sales by last-click traﬃc source, Feb 2022

OMNICHANNEL

In our privacy-focused, post-covid world, the global channels are all launching
features to deliver seamless, integrated, omnichannel shopping experiences

Advertising

Marketplaces

Social Commerce

Our vision
Our vision is to be the world’s best
platform for Omnichannel Commerce
The lines between ads, social, marketplaces and messaging channels are vanishing.
The single most valuable thing that a platform like BigCommerce can provide, beyond
excellence of branded stores, is the ability to maximize sales via third-party channels.

OMNICHANNEL

Shoppers consider these factors
anywhere they discover products:
01

Is this the product I want?

02

Is this product available near me?

03

When will it be delivered?

04

How much will it cost?

OMNICHANNEL

Merchant success requires fulﬁlling
shopper expectations across these key areas
Every major channel is
focused on delivering this
set of features natively, or
via integrated partners.
BigCommerce and
Feedonomics provide this
needed functionality for
global channel partners.

01 Catalog

06 Payments / Tax / Fraud

02 Pixel / Signal

07

Inventory & Order
Management

03 Ads

08

Shipping, Fulﬁllment
Returns, Refunds & Exchanges

04 Creative / Creators / AR / VR

09

Analytics, Audience
& Targeting

05 Repricing and Reviews

10 Messaging / Support

OMNICHANNEL

Merchants have diﬀerent levels of omnichannel maturity
GROW

Global omnichannel
INNOVATE

Multi-channel

5-20+ channels
D2C + marketplaces + ads + social

BUILD

Single channel

2-5 channels
D2C + marketplaces

B2C + B2B

Single D2C + ads

Integrated online / oﬄine
ERP as system of record

Global integrated online + oﬄine
Uniﬁed inventory & order routing
Across all channels

Single fulﬁllment location
Oﬀ the shelf shipping rates

Owned fulﬁllment + 3PL
+ custom shipping rates

Inventory within 2-day delivery of
all major global markets

OMNICHANNEL

Merchants can grow their GMV by using Feedonomics to
connect to 100+ additional 3rd party sales channels

Feedonomics helps
BigCommerce increase
merchant sales volume by
improving Return on ad
Spend (ROAS) and channel
performance across key
channels.

Products

Inventory
Orders
Fulﬁllment

All trademarks and logos are the property of their respective owners

OMNICHANNEL

Every merchant, agency, and channel needs
quality catalog, inventory and order data
System of Record
Catalog

Channels
PIM

E
R
P

Inventory

I
M
S
/
O
M
S

Orders

SMB

|

ENT

Feedonomics helps enterprise merchants, on any platform, optimize their products
to drive return on ad spend and performance on hundreds of growth channels.

OMNICHANNEL

With our Big Open Data Solutions, merchants can measure and optimize their
omnichannel business growth powered by their existing best-of-breed solutions

Data Warehouse

Business
Intelligence

Customer Data
Platform

Personalization

Analytics

Store and connect
your data

Gain actionable
insights

Build holistic
customer proﬁles

Deliver custom
shopping experiences

Learn how your
store performs
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INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

International markets value BigCommerce
Flexibility

Openness

Headless

Payments

B2C

Shipping

B2B

Tax

Hybrid

CMS

Speed
Time to market
with high quality and
multi-country/
region

INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

Executing the playbook for constant expansion
2021

2022

2023

2024

France, Italy, Netherlands
Spain, Germany, Mexico
◿ Rapid “always on” expansion playbook will

enable us to add +15 new strategic markets

Nordics, Colombia, Chile, Peru
Central Europe, MENA

▸ Spain, Germany and Mexico happening now

TBC
◿ All regions also grow with the business

INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

EMEA

BAU / CEV countries

+

Countries with BigCommerce merchants

INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

APAC

BAU / CEV countries

+

Countries with BigCommerce merchants

INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

APAC

INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

APAC

INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

LATAM

BAU / CEV countries

+

Countries with BigCommerce merchants

INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION

LATAM

Enterprise business review and outlook

FINANCIALS

Agenda
1. Financial deep dive into BigCommerce’s enterprise1 business
2. Investment updates: B2B, Headless, International Expansion,
Omnichannel, and Cross-sell / Upsell
3. Updated view of long term ﬁnancial model

1

Enterprise accounts represent any account with at least one BigCommerce enterprise plan

FINANCIALS

Global ecommerce momentum continues to accelerate
despite brick-and-mortar retail reopening
Adoption of ecommerce is accelerating

Sources: eMarketer, Jan 2022; Morgan Stanley Research; William Blair Research

●

COVID-related bump not expected to
ﬂatten the future ecommerce penetration
curve due to secular tailwinds (logistics
improvements, mobile device penetration,
etc)

●

Many enterprises use legacy ecommerce
platforms that need to be replaced

●

Headless commerce architecture makes
implementing new ecommerce software
easier than the old rip-and-replace model

FINANCIALS

BigCommerce at 3/31/22
52% >2K ACV
account ARR growth

$280M ARR
+43% 1Q22 | +43% Q1’21
+27% Q1’20

+51% 1Q21

Enterprise

Accelerating
revenue growth

Mid-Market target: $1M–$50M GMV
Large Enterprise target: $50M+
67% of account ARR

ARPA of accounts
>$2K ACV: $19,234
+23% Q1’22 | +29% Q1’21

+42% Q1’22 | +41% Q1’21
+44% 2021 | +36% 2020

Non-enterprise

68% Enterprise account
ARR growth

SMB target: <$1M GMV
33% of account ARR

Accounts >$2K ACV as a %
of total ARR
+89% Q1’22 | +83% Q1’21

75% Q1’22
non-GAAP gross
margin
Note: All statistics as of 3/31/2022 unless otherwise noted, represent Enterprise accounts,
and include impact of the acquisition of Feedonomics and the COVID-19 pandemic.

Q1’22 new store launches
Including Tottenham Hotspur, one of the world’s
premier football brands; Boxhub; Ollie Pets, a
customized meal pet plan company; Volkswagen
autoparts company, Van Café; and EuroSport
Tuning, European auto parts supplier

FINANCIALS

BigCommerce @ IPO vs today
BigCommerce at IPO

BigCommerce today

Enterprise accounts

Enterprise accounts

Mid-market target: $1M–$50M GMV
Large enterprise target: $50M+
52% of account ARR

Non-enterprise
SMB target: <$1M GMV
48% of account ARR

Note: statistics as of 3/31/22

67% of account ARR

Rapid growth in key
business strategy:
disrupting legacy
enterprise ecommerce

Non-enterprise
33% of account ARR

FINANCIALS

BigCommerce is an enterprise ecommerce SaaS business
$189M Enterprise ARR

BigCommerce today

67% of total $280M ARR

118% Net Revenue
Retention (2021)

Enterprise plans
67% of account ARR

3-year ARR CAGR: 55%
+68% YoY 1Q22

$35,225 annual average
revenue per account

Non-enterprise
33% of account ARR

>80% of platform GMV
from enterprise accounts

5,365 enterprise accounts

Note: All statistics as of 3/31/2022 unless otherwise noted, represent Enterprise accounts, and include impact of the acquisition of Feedonomics and the COVID-19 pandemic.

1. Financial review of enterprise business
“Enterprise accounts” have at least one contracted enterprise plan. These
accounts do a minimum of $1M GMV per year and scale into hundreds of millions
and higher.
Enterprise accounts:
(a) require custom-negotiated, multi-year contracts
(b) include custom negotiated contract terms (liability limits, info sec, etc)
(c) want dedicated technical and professional services oﬀerings, and
(d) often conduct detailed RFPs with custom requirements

FINANCIALS

Enterprise ARR has grown at a 40%+ organic rate for the past 14
consecutive quarters and a 55% CAGR over the last three years.
+68%
IPO

+72%
+78%
+54%
+58%

+41%
YoY

+32%

+37%

+41%

+44%

Note: growth rates represent organic + inorganic growth

+46%

+44%

+44%

+40%

+44%

+48%

+51%

FINANCIALS

BigCommerce’s transformation into an enterprise
ecommerce leader began years before IPO and is accelerating
Enterprise Account net new bookings as a % of total net
new bookings

Enterprise Account ARR as a % of total ARR

36%

33%
42%

28%

23%

18%
35%

44%
67%
48%
60%
40%

55%
45%

64%

58%

72%

77%

15%

82%

85%

65%

56%
52%
*

Y/Y Growth +46%

+41%

+44%

+51%

+72%

Note: Both graphs have like for like scale to facilitate accurate comparison

+68%

*1Q22 net new bookings excludes eﬀect of one time move of certain non-enterprise accounts into enterprise plans

FINANCIALS

Enterprise accounts deliver superior unit economics and net
revenue retention proﬁles
Annual Merchant Billings by Cohort: enterprise accounts

Annual Merchant Billings by Cohort: non-enterprise accounts

LTV to CAC: average of 8:1 across prior four years

LTV to CAC: average of 2:1 across prior four years

82% of 2021 net
new bookings

18% of 2021 net
new bookings

Notes: (1) Both graphs have like for like scale to facilitate accurate comparison; (2) annual merchant billings includes subscription revenue and estimated partner and services revenue contribution; (3) LTV to CAC
estimation allocates S&M spending according to fair share mix of new merchant bookings by year. Ongoing LTV to CAC disclosure will remain total business level.

Enterprise accounts growing at a fast rate with strong ARPA of $35K+
Annual average revenue per enterprise
account (ARPA)
+15% YoY

+12% YoY

+23% YoY
+22% YoY
+26% YoY

➢
➢

Enterprise plans range from established small businesses to mid-market and large enterprises
ARPA varying across segments as merchants grow on the platform.

Note: Revenues include subscription fees and PSR. Results from 2021 include the acquisition of Feedonomics

FINANCIALS

2. Investment updates:
B2B, Headless, International Expansion, and Omnichannel

FINANCIALS

Successful, repeatable growth model
Now enhanced by cross-sell / up-sell and M&A

﹢ Segments
(B2B, B2C)

Acquire new merchants
‣ Enterprise merchants
‣ SMB merchants
‣ Growth segments
﹢ B2B
﹢ Headless

‣ Rev share from tech
partner apps and products

‣ BigCommerce
professional services

﹢ Licensed products (e.g., Google
Workspace, etc)
﹢ Partner products
(e.g., billing for third-party
marketplace apps)

Grow inorganically
‣

M&A

‣ Platform extensions

﹢ Categories
(e.g., apparel)

Africa

﹢ Brands
﹢ Geographies

﹢ Owned products and features (e.g.,
multi-storefront, analytics,
Feedonomics / omni connections,
B2B Ninja, and B2B Edition)

Latin America

‣ Expand store footprint

‣ Automated selling and billing of:

Asia

GMV/order growth

Add partner &
services revenue

Australia/New Zealand

‣ Grow store MRR based on

Cross-sell and up-sell

Europe/Middle East

Retain and grow
existing merchants

FINANCIALS

Enterprise investments driving
growing share in B2B and Headless merchants
B2B capabilities

Headless commerce

~4X

New sales growing*
~4X faster than other use cases

~3X

New sales growing*
~3X faster than other use cases

~5X

GMV per account is
~5X average B2C store

~5X

GMV per account is
~5X average B2C store

Source: company estimates

*BigCommerce Gross New

FINANCIALS

Executing the playbook for constant expansion
2021

2022

2023

2024

France, Italy, Netherlands
Spain, Germany, Mexico
◿ Rapid “always on” expansion playbook will

enable us to target +15 new strategic markets

Nordics, Colombia, Chile, Peru
Central Europe, MENA

▸ Spain, Germany, and Mexico happening now

TBC
◿ $10-12M of 2022 investment plan tied to

international expansion

FINANCIALS

Success of U.K. expansion investment
drives conﬁdence in ROI of international growth eﬀorts
2018

◿

Depending on investment level, international
expansion payback has been 18-30 months

◿

UK reached 50%+ of EMEA revenue in 2021
behind this investment

◿

◿

2020

2021
+$2M
contribution

~ $0M
contribution

EMEA revenue grew 68% in ‘20 and 68% in ‘21

Local sales teams focus on enterprise accounts
and partners

2019

-$2M
contribution
-$1M
contribution

Source: company estimates. “UK COR + S&M” includes estimated UK cost of revenue and Sales & Marketing expenses. It does not include allocated R&D or G&A spending.

FINANCIALS

Feedonomics + BigCommerce unlock feed management
for Marketplaces as well as merchants

◿
◿
◿

2021 Feedonomics ARR ended at $35M (growing >50%) - 70%+ enterprise
Cross sell / upsell opportunity to increase ARPA by 20-40% through adoption of Feedonomics
$5-6M of 2022 investment plan to further scale Feedonomics and build self serve ﬂow

FINANCIALS

Partner and services revenue is driven by
multiple verticals and economic arrangements
Payments
Revenue share (% of GMV), marketing fees,
product development fees, etc.

Shipping
Revenue share ($ per label or % of label fee)

Marketing Technology
Revenue share, tech partner program fees, etc.

Omnichannel
Revenue share (% of GMV or ad dollars), marketing
fees, product development fees, etc.

Pro Services
Onboarding, development,
solutions architecture services, training, etc.

Other
Performance bonuses, event fees, etc.

FINANCIALS

Expanding revenue model grows merchant spend
Investing to expand revenue through growing suite of products and solutions
2021 mix

Long term
target mix

Percent of BC merchant revenue1

Subscription revenue from
existing software oﬀering

71%

2

Subscription revenue from
cross-sell and up-sell

< 1%

10%

3

Subscription revenue Feedonomics

< 1%

10%

4

Partner revenue share

23%

25%

5

Professional services

5%

5%

1

1

Company estimates from BigCommerce merchants.

50%

Multi-storefront, self-serve omnichannel solutions, B2B
edition, B2B Ninja, and more to come.
Better breadth and depth of our cross-sell and up-sell
oﬀering → net revenue retention + high gross margins.

Feedonomics’ cross-sell into BigCommerce’s base is
ramping.
Build out of self-serve version of the product should
increase attach rates at lower starting price points.

FINANCIALS

3. Long-term ﬁnancial model

FINANCIALS

Building sustainable operating leverage behind durably strong, enterprise-centric unit economics
25-30%
CAGR

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022e

…

2026*

…

Long
term*

Revenue

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

…

100%

…

100%

Gross margin

76%

76%

78%

79%

75%

…

78-80%

…

80%

S&M

50%

53%

45%

41%

44%

…

33-35%

…

30%

R&D

46%

38%

30%

27%

29%

…

19-21%

…

20%

G&A

20%

19%

21%

21%

20%

…

11-13%

…

10%

-39%

-34%

-18%

-10%

-18%

…

10-15%

…

20%+

-19

-12

+18

+34

+10

…

+40

…

+40 or
higher

O
P
E
X

Non-GAAP Op Inc
Rule of 40

* Data represents company estimates. Actual future results and annual guidance may diﬀer.

BIGCOMMERCE

Key takeaways
‣ BigCommerce is the premier open SaaS platform for ecommerce
‣ We enable merchants to run best-of-breed technology solutions without friction
‣ We’re growing enterprise rapidly
‣ We’re the leader in omnichannel selling, helping merchants boost sales regardless of their size
‣ International rollout proceeding rapidly and generating return on investment

